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ABSTRACT
By using a multiagent reinforcement learning (MARL) framework,
cooperative agents can communicate with one another to accelerate
the joint learning. In the teacher-student paradigm applied in MARL,
a more experienced agent (advisor) can advise another agent (ad-
visee) which action to take in a state. However, when agents need to
cooperate with one another, the advisee may fail to cooperate well
with others since their policies may have changed. It requires a long
period for an advisee to learn the same best actions as an advisor
has learned, especially when the amount of advice is limited. We
propose a partaker-sharer advising framework (PSAF) for indepen-
dent Q-learners with limited communication in cooperative MARL.
In PSAF, the overall learning process is shown to accelerate by
multiple independent Q-learners’ sharing their maximum Q-values
with one another at every time step. We perform experiments in
the Predator-Prey domain and HFO game. The results show that
our approach significantly outperforms existing advising methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [6] is successfully employed in many
practical applications, such as robotics [5]. It is important to ac-
celerate the learning for some complex domains, especially when
the computing resource is limited. One notable approach is the
teacher-student framework [8]. In this framework, a well-learned
teacher agent advises its optimal action to a student agent in a state
so that the student act optimally as the teacher. It is still an open
question how agents benefit from the help of other agents when
they are learning at the same time.

In fact, during learning process, each agent may have unique
experiences or local knowledge of how to perform effectively in
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the task. By using a multiagent reinforcement learning (MARL)
framework, agents can share their experiences, and learn from
one another. Da Silva proposes a multiagent advising framework,
where agents can advise one another while learning together [3].
An agent (advisee) can accelerate the learning by asking for action
advices from a more experienced agent (advisor) in a state. Since we
consider that agents independently learn to cooperate with others,
they choose their individual actions, such that the resulting joint
action is optimal. However, the advisee may fail to cooperate well
with others even by following the suggested (generally sub-optimal)
action, as the policies of all agents are ever changing.

In this paper, we consider a setting that the communication
among agents are limited (e.g. communication cost). This setting
is essential for some realistic problems, where agents need to take
a lot of time to communicate because of the distance. In the case
of cooperative agents, the advising strategy that uses actions as
advices may not be good enough. In our work, each agent is in-
dependently learning its Q-function. Learning a policy means to
estimate better Q-value for each action in every state. Intuitively,
an agent (partaker) can ask for Q-values from a more experienced
agent (sharer) in a state. After updating the requested Q-values,
the partaker is more likely to perform effectively as the sharer in
the state. We present a partaker-sharer advising framework (PSAF)
for cooperative agents under limited communication. An agent can
play the role of a partaker or a sharer in different sharing processes.
There are two numeric budgets of each agent respectively, for re-
questing and providing Q-values. At each time step, if an agent
does not visit the current state many times, it can take the role of
partaker and asks for Q-values. The more times an agent updates
its Q-value, the higher confidence it has in that Q-value. Only when
the agent has higher confidence in its maximum Q-values than the
partaker, can it take the role of sharer and provide the Q-values.

2 PRELIMINARIES
An Reinforcement Learning (RL) task is generally modelled as a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) ⟨S,A,T ,R⟩ [7] with a set S of states
and a set A of available actions. The goal of an agent is to learn a
policy π : S → A which maps states to actions in such a way that
the expected cumulative discounted reward is maximized. Temporal
difference (TD) RL algorithms such as Q-learning [9] and Sarsa [7]
enable an agent to learn an action-value function, Q(s,a), which is
an estimate of the expected return that an agent takes action a ∈ A
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in state s ∈ S . A multiagent extension of MDP called Markov game
[2] for N agents is defined as a tuple ⟨S,A1, ...,AN ,T ,R1, ...,RN ⟩.
In this paper, we focus on cooperative Multiagent Reinforcement
Learning (MARL), where several RL agents jointly affect the envi-
ronment and receive the same reward (R1 = R2 = ... = RN ).

3 Q-VALUES SHARING FRAMEWORK
We propose a partaker-sharer advising framework (PSAF) for multi-
ple Q-learners under limited communication. In PSAF, all agents are
cooperatively learning together in a shared environment. They can
accelerate the overall learning process by sharing their maximum
Q-values with one another. In a sharing process, a partaker is a role
of an agent who asks for Q-values, and a sharer is a role of another
agent who provides its maximum Q-values in the partaker’s state.
Each agent can play the role of a partaker or a sharer in different
sharing processes. The maximum number of times that a partaker
asks for Q-values and a sharer provides Q-values arebask andbдive
respectively. Agents need to decide when to ask for Q-values and
when to provide their maximum Q-values.

At each time step, agent i in state si may ask for Q-values as a
partaker as long as the budgetbiask has not been used up. Intuitively,
early in learning, an agent is more likely to ask for Q-values since
many states have not been visited. As the agent visits a state more
often, the estimated Q-values in the state becomes more reliable,
and then the agent is less likely to ask for Q-values in the state.
When agent i becomes a partaker in state si , it broadcasts to all other
agents for requesting Q-values. If any sharer provides a Q-value
in si , biask is decremented by 1. When partaker i receives several
Q-values for a state-action pair, it randomly selects one of them.
After that, partaker i replaces original Q-values with the selected
Q-values for the corresponding state-action pair. Then the partaker
executes its best action which corresponds to the maximumQ-value
in the state. If agent i does not ask for Q-values or no Q-value is
received, it uses ϵ-greedy as usual exploration strategy.

For an agent j that does not take the role of partaker, as long
as budget b jдive has not been used up, it may provide Q-values as
a sharer. Notice that in PSAF, the sharer provides its maximum
Q-value in a state rather than the whole Q-function at every time
step. As agents are learning together in the same environment, their
Q-values are generally not optimal. Agent j provides its maximum
Q-value only when it has much higher confidence in the Q-value
than partaker i . Intuitively, the more times a partaker updates its
Q-value of a state-action pair, the higher confidence it has in that
Q-value. When all Q-values of a sharer agent j in a state are the
same, it does no matter which one is provided. If a sharer updates its
maximum Q-value in a state many times, and the Q-value is much
larger than other Q-values in this state, then the sharer has more
confidence in its maximum Q-value. When agent j can provide its
maximum Q-value, it takes the role of sharer and budget b jдive is
decremented by 1. Then sharer j sends its maximum Q-value (as
well as the corresponding action) in s to partaker i . The partaker
can accelerate the learning by updating its Q-values in s .

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare PSAF with Multi-IQL, AdhocTD and AdhocTD-Q. In
Multi-IQL, all agents are independent Q-learners and no sharing

exists. In AdhocTD[3], each agent asks for and gives actions with
probability Pask and Pдive respectively. In AdhocTD-Q, agents
ask for Q-values and provide their maximum Q-values with the
probability Pask and Pдive in AdhocTD respectively.

We evaluate PSAF, AdhocTD, AdhocTD-Q, and Multi-IQL in the
Predator-Prey (PP) domain [1] and the Half Field Offense (HFO)
game [4]. In all methods (except Multi-IQL), we set the value of
bask = bдive . Time to Goal (TG) is the number of steps that preda-
tors take to catch the prey. Figure 1a shows that PSAF has a sig-
nificantly lower TG than AdhocTD-Q after about 15,000 episodes.
In Figure 1b, we can see that AdhocTD-Q completely spends all
budgets after about 6,500 episodes. However, PSAF still has enough
budgets that can be used, which leads to lower TG values. We use
Goal Percentage (GP) for performance evaluation in the HFO game.
GP is the percentage of episodes in which a goal is scored. Figure 1c
shows that both PSAF has significantly higher GP than other meth-
ods after about 7,000 episodes. Before 4,000 episodes, AdhocTD-Q
has higher GP than PSAF. During this interval, AdhocTD-Q quickly
consumes all budget bдive , as shown in Figure 1d. All results show
that PSAF consumes much less budget than other methods while it
achieves a similar (even better) performance.

(a) TG in the PP domain (b) The used bask in the PP domain

(c) GP in the HFO game (d) The used bask in the HFO game

Figure 1: TG and used bask of PSAF, AdhocTD, AdhocTD-Q,
and Multi-IQL in the PP domain with the size N=12 and the
HFO game.

5 CONCLUSION
We propose a Q-values sharing framework PSAF for independent Q-
learners in the cooperative MARL with limited communication. Our
experiments show that Q-values sharing schemes, such as PSAF and
AdhocTD-Q, are significantly better than actions advising schemes
in two evaluation metrics TG and GP, yet PSAF spends much less
budget than AdhocTD-Q.
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